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It gives him blissful pleasure to...

snuggle, kiss, and hug
just hold me
give me a massage
show his affection in many ways
hold my hand while we’re watching TV

...and out in public he...

likes to hold hands and walk arm-in-arm
likes to touch and is very affectionate
prefers to save his affection for private moments
shows affection with loving looks and smiles
He delights in my body and sees me as
(a goddess, a
seductress, a beloved lover, sensual and feminine, sexy and voluptuous,
etc.) ...and he is
(a super hot
kisser, gentle, sensitive, attuned to my needs, romantic and tender, a
fantastic lover, sensual and sizzling, etc.).
Physically, what turns him on about me are my
,
and
(eyes, lips, smile, legs, fit body, curvaceous body,
voluptuous body, petite body, statuesque body, etc.) and most important he loves and accepts me as I am.

What really worked for me when we first met is that:

we agreed to just have fun and get to know each other before
getting serious
we both wanted to become friends before having sex (making
love)
we both felt free to express ourselves sexually without constraint
or rules
he accepted my decision to hold off on sex until we had a

committed relationship
we agreed to reserve our intimate passion for marriage
When it comes to making love, we

(love to linger in bed,

have amazing chemistry, are adventurous and experimental, make it a high/low priority, are passionate and romantic,
spontaneous, have lots of foreplay, prefer to just cuddle, can take it or leave it. etc.) and we are completely
compatible.
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